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Elucidating Internucleosome Interactions and the Roles of Histone Tails
Abstract
The nucleosome is the first level of genome organization and regulation in eukaryotes where negatively
charged DNA is wrapped around largely positively charged histone proteins. Interaction between
nucleosomes is dominated by electrostatics at long range and guided by specific contacts at short range,
particularly involving their flexible histone tails. We have thus quantified how internucleosome interactions
are modulated by salts (KCl, MgCl2) and histone tail deletions (H3, H4 N-terminal), using small-angle x-ray
scattering and theoretical modeling. We found that measured effective charges at low salts are ∼1/5th of the
theoretically predicted renormalized charges and that H4 tail deletion suppresses the attraction at high salts to
a larger extent than H3 tail deletion.
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